Mathesia gains investment round for 700.000 Euro
Milano - October 5, 2017 - Mathesia, the first crowdsourcing platform specialized in applied math sciences, has just
closed a deal with a group of important Italian entrepreneurs and managers for a 700.000 Euro investment round.
Founded by Moxoff, a spin-off of Politecnico di Milano and Yottacle, a startup incubated at PoliHub, Mathesia offers to
entrepreneurs the skills of the best data science, modeling, simulation and optimization specialists in the world. On the
platform, in just a few clicks, it is possible to get solutions to complex problems related to product and process
improvement. Thanks to data analysis, machine learning and algorithm design, enterprises find on Mathesia the perfect
way to excellence in nowadays business scenario.
Leading companies such as Siemens, De’Longhi, Nolan and Assicurazioni Generali have chosen Mathesia to get
solutions in contexts of Big Data, Artificial Intelligence and advanced Engineering.
Mathesia is going to invest the funds to expand its business on the international market. “The indications of interest we
have received during a round of presentations in the Silicon Valley confirm that the time has come to land in the USA”,
says Mathesia CEO Luca Prati.
In Italy Mathesia has won, among others, the CNR ITCUP 2016 first prize for the best ICT start-ups, as well as the prize
for best Big Data Analytics project in the Digital360 Awards 2016 competition.
In the near future we will hear a lot about Mathesia and its community of Data Scientists, one of the “sexiest” jobs
nowadays.
“When, a few years ago, we started working on this project, math scientists were still viewed as a sort of mythological
entities dealing only with theoretical problems. Today it is clear to everybody that highly qualified mathematicians can
have a significant impact on every practical aspect of any enterprise: financial forecast, product simulation, process
optimization and many others. Mathesia makes available to companies the talent of the best brainies (thus are the
specialists named on the platform) in the world. Thanks to Mathesia it is possible to reduce the gap between enterprise
and academical world, thus creating value for both”, proudly declares Ottavio Crivaro, the founder of Mathesia with a
long-standing passion for mathematics and technology transfer.
Mathesia is an innovative startup incubated at PoliHub, Innovation District & Startup Accelerator of Politecnico di
Milano whose CEO, Stefano Mainetti, thus comments: “This is yet another proof that our startups can be very
attractive for investors”.

Mathesia, the land where math creates innovation!
Mathesia
www.mathesia.com
Mathesia is the first crowdsourcing platform dedicated to applied mathematics, where companies and organizations find highly
qualified talents who help them develop new ideas and solve business challenges by means of applied mathematics.
Performance enhancement, process optimization, quality improvement, modeling and forecast, product design, cost reduction and
more: companies can post on Mathesia any kind of challenges or innovation ideas.
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